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--JSadigh-Es-Saltane- the Minister from Persia, who has arrived in

Washington to assume his duties. This is the first time in almost
two years that there has been a Minister from Persia in Washington.

riiolnKrufh iViiyriKht.'il by Olneillnst from I'riiss lluatrutinK 8rvlr.-

The latest Niagara Falls effect in a black
evening wrap with white Angora trimming. A
heavy silk cord and tassels fasten the garment.

This is the age of frills! In most instances they are of pleated
organdy lavishly used. The skirt of mauve shantung shown
here gives its wearer an appearance strikingly resembling a

fish, so finlike is the effect.
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WELL, WELL! WHO EVER
THOUGHT A

WOMAN'S WRAP WOULD
RESEMBLE NIAGARA

FALLS IN WINTER !
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Gymnastique charegraphic of the Jeanne Kor.say
School in Paris where Kosseline started to paint
classical Greek dancing poses, outdoors which
models were adopted by French dancing schools

and theatres.

Is this beautiful young Englishwoman, Lady
Evelyn King, daughter of the Earl of Lovelace,
to be the bride of the Prince of Wales? Lady
Evelyn is among the young women who .have
been mentioned as possibilities for this high
honor. The war has narrowed the choice of
royal marriages and so a British girl may be

the next queen.
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so:Miss Julia C. Lathrop, director of the Federal bureau of children's
relief in Washington, who has been asked by the Czecho-Slova-

government to visit Europe and give advice on child relief
work. Announcement of the invitation was made through a

cable message sen' by Mr. Herbert Hoover to Edgar Rickard,
joint director of the American Relief Administration.

A'ur a larse of five years owing to the war. the "Flora" or "Furry" was danced a". Helston. England.

This an.-e- r.t outturn consists 0: darning through the streets, in and out of shops, private houses

and grounds. A band headed the dancers, who were led by Lieut. Cunnack, R. A I., and the Mayors
took and a huge crowd watched this ancir.it rite.

daughter. A large number of soldiers part
Photrgr.mri shows Land Girls bringing up the rear.


